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1

Chrome radiator

43

3 black mesh seated folding garden chairs with
stack of 4 plastic garden chairs and 3 blue sun
loungers

2

Garden fire burner

3

Dog guard for Focus M1 Estate

4

4 wicker planters

44

4 blue sun loungers

5

Quantity of garden equipment incl. terracotta pots,
work mate, toolbox, etc.

45

3 folding garden chairs

46

2 pallets of trampoline parts

6

Tilting trolley

47

(48) Quantity of floor tiles

7

3 wooden troughs

48

4 plastic garden pots

8

2 patio heaters

49

2 coal stores with quantity of coal

9

Aluminium folding ladder

50

Various parasols

10

Artificial bay in pot

51

(47) Stack of catering cups

11

Plastic wheel barrow on metal frame

52

(52) Tow along cycle cart

12

Plastic wheelbarrow on metal frame

53

Kettle BBQ

13

Metal wheelbarrow on tilting wall

54

Gas BBQ

14

Fire grate

55

3 sun loungers

15

Animal cage

56

2 light blue sun loungers

16

2 concrete otters

57

17

2 wooden planting troughs

Boxed children's equipment incl. 2 play houses
and slide

18

Outdoor connect 4 game

58

4 Keter garden storage units

19

Quantity of terracotta planting pots

59

Pallet box of flat pack furniture and Roamer 8
piece furniture set

20

3 pine rectangular planters

60

spare

21

Reel of garden hose

101

Pair of paddles

22

Rattan garden suite comprising dining table and 8
matching chairs

102

Cast iron fire grate with decorative finials

23

3 metal chickens

24

Wooden steps, wooden crate, vintage bottles and
jar

25

*103

Parker 2 drawer bookcase

104

3 glass dishes

105

Oval gilt framed and bevelled mirror

2 large terracotta planters and 3 smaller

106

Hanging Kensington station style clock

26

Large terracotta planter

107

Dark oak 1950s sideboard with gallery section over

27

2 wooden extending ladders and boards

28

Large plastic garden storage crates

29

Wrought metal garden seat with central table

110

Floor standing tower lamp

30

Wooden planting trough and terracotta pots

111

31

Boxed Kingsbury folding garden seat

Edwardian oak cased grandfather clock by
Stephen King of Chipenham

32

(11) Small metal garden table

112

Satin wood chest of 3 drawers

33

Decorative garden table with 2 matching chairs

113

(4) Brass single handled bucket

34

9 bags of cut firewood

114

Oval gilt framed wall mirror

35

Stack of 4 mesh seated garden chairs

115

Dark oak 2 tier serving trolley

36

Large plastic garden storage container

116

Brass coal scuttle with shovel and similar fire
companion

37

(40) 3 butler sinks

117

Gilt framed painting of vase of flowers

38

3 folding garden recliners

118

White painted corner shelf unit

39

Wooden bench

119

2 packs of gold coloured candles

40

Quantity of York weights

120

41

Approx. 8 folding garden chairs

Dark oak 1950s cupboard with single drawer and
plate rack over

42

2 light blue garden sun loungers
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*109

*121
1

Pair of vintage metal ice cream signs
Pair of Ottlite touch lamps

Boxed Waterford bowl

122

Dark oak 1950s 4 drawer bureau bookcase with
glazed leaded doors

160

Blue painted and double door cupboard with single
drawer over

123

Dark stained rectangular dining table with set of 4
rush seated dining chairs

161

Gun metal grey 2 drawer filing cabinet

162

Pink heart patterned child's sofa with cushions

124

Dark oak twin pedestal desk with 7 drawers and
leather inlaid surface

163

Pair of brown leather upholstered bar stools on
brown wooden frames

*125

Pair of black plastic seated chrome bar stools

164

1 aluminium and 1 wooden picture frame

*126

Black leatherette upholstered bar stool on black
metal base

165

Singer sewing machine on cast iron treadle base

127

Oak sideboard with 2 doors and 4 drawers

166

Westra lockable file store

128

4 spun copper effect ceiling light shades

167

Small round fire pit

129

Early 20th Century child's school desk

130

Carved dark stained hall chair

131

Ash and elm Ercol 3 tier serving trolley

132

Hand carved 2 tier occasional table

133

Tiffany style ceiling light shade

134

(150) Reproduction mahogany effect nest of 3
leather topped tables

135

Wooden cased Pioneer speaker system, model
CS-703

136

2 radiator covers, 1 oak effect and 1 cream

*137

Boxed interlocking shoe organiser

138

Copper lidded urn with spout

139

Rubber wood stool

140

White bedroom suite comprising chest of 2 over 2
drawers and 3 drawer bedside chest

141

spare

142

Artists travel case

143

Modern white hall seat with raffia drawer storage

144

*168

Pot of artificial flowers

169

Folding bed

170

Folding bed

171

Boxed butlers tray table

172

Mid century wood effect bedside chest of 3 drawers

173

Mid century teak effect Schreiber 3 drawer
bedside chest

174

Wood effect coffee table with magazine shelf below

175

Vintage set of Avery weighing scales

176

Victorian copper and brass tea urn with decorative
serpent style handles

177

Dark oak 1950s bookcase with glazed sliding
doors

*178

Free standing electric fire

179

Edwardian demi lune glazed display cabinet

180

Metal framed 2 seater bench with loose cushions

*181

Set of 2 boxed crystal table lamps

182

(3) Brown upholstered armchair with painted
wooden frame

3 tier chrome vegetable rack

183

Cherry 3 tier hall unit with drawer to base

145

White painted free standing towel rail

184

Staffordshire style ornament

146

(2) Black painted lidded trunk

185

Boxed X-Rocker gaming chair

147

Boxed electric fire pit

186

3 picnic hampers

148

Woven raffia log basket

187

Mahogany folding card table

149

Dark oak drawer leaf dining table

188

Garden games table

150

Free standing feature in the style of a ships wheel

189

Charcoal upholstered swivel office chair

151

Red upholstered bedroom chair on small cabriole
legs

*190

Black upholstered swivel office armchairs

152

Tapestry upholstered stool on ornate carved
wooden base

*191

Ultimate Sherper throw

*192

Black leatherette upholstered office armchair

153

Dark oak sideboard with 4 doors and 2 drawers
with raised gallery section

*193

2 boxed swivel office armchairs

194

Folding trestle table

195

Collectors: Item: Set of 4 teak framed dining
chairs with loose floral upholstered cushions

154

Brass fire fender

155

Pair of orange vinyl upholstered contract armchairs

156

Lloyd Loom laundry basket

196

157

Black leatherette upholstered bar stools on
chrome bases

HMV gramophone with large quantity of
gramophone records

197

158

2 twin handled galvanized buckets

(191) Floral upholstered white Lloyd Loom style
ottoman

159

Large single door mid century metal yellow cabinet

198

Green button back upholstered mahogany framed
parlour chair
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2

199

Single pedestal pine circular dining table on white
painted base

200

(260) Set of 6 pine framed cream upholstered
dining chairs

201

Mahogany corner display cabinet

202

(171) Mahogany display cabinet

203

Slate cased mantle clock

204

(178) Gilt framed and glazed print of Taj Mahal

206

(182) Yew effect open fronted bookcase

207

Collectors Item: 2 gambling machines

208

4 packaged sequinned blinds

209

(216) Blue framed rectangular wall mirror

210

(117) Display shelf unit with beech effect framed
door

211

(107) Mahogany framed and bevelled wall mirror

212
213
*214
215

237

4 record boxes

238

2 mid century wall mirrors

*239

Brown leather upholstered 2 seater sofa

*240

Brown leather upholstered 2 seater sofa

241

Wooden framed rectangular wall mirror

242

Pair of gilt framed country scenes

243

Circular figured and bordered rug on green ground

244

(223) Hanging dark oak 2 shelf unit

245

Mid century teak wall unit

246

Collectors Item: Ultra violet sun lamp with various
mid century cases and kits

*247
248

249
(481) Large rectangular mirror with black and white 250
frame
251
White upholstered tub chair
252
Boxed gargoyle with lights and sound
253
(392) Rectangular wall mirror with wrought metal
254
white frame

216

2 framed wall mirrors

217

Small dark oak double door wardrobe

218

Maple effect bedroom suite comprising 2 double
door wardrobes, slimline wardrobe, 3 drawer chest
on castors and 2 four drawer chests on castors

Brown leather upholstered 3 seater sofa
Collectors Item: Set of 4 mid century beech
framed kitchen chairs with vinyl upholstered seats
Tottenham Hot Spur blue upholstered ottoman
C-Rocker gaming chair
Half shelf of mixed copperware
Quantity of Star Wars figures
(6) Musical instrument
(244) Quantity of plated ware incl. tea service and
dressing table set

255

Shoe box of die cast vehicles

256

(247) Gilt Wade tea service with cranberry glass
and small vase

257

Quantity of bottled ships

*258

Quantity of playing cards

219

Hanging pine cabinet with glazed doors

220

3 sound guides to British birds

221

(120) Large bevelled wall mirror with silver coloured 259
frame
260
Mahogany hanging shelf
261

222

Rectangular mirror with dark oak frame

Queen size Sherper blanket

223

Rectangular wall mirror with leatherette frame

224

Blue canvas art print

225

Large rectangular wall mirror with silver coloured
frame

226

Frameless wall mirror

227

Quantity of houseware incl. laundry baskets, etc.

228

Black leather upholstered 3 seater sofa

229

*262
263
*264
265
*266
267

Quantity of 45s
Half shelf of mixed die cast and other collectibles
Luxury Moses basket
Natural weave rug
Box containing Scaletrix set
Viners cutlery set
4 LED dimmable bulbs

268

(256) Mahogany and burr walnut inlaid triple
fronted wardrobe

Puzzle board

269

Boxed crib

230

Pine Ducal coffee table with 4 glass panelled
surface and magazine shelf below

270

Pair of beech framed pink upholstered dining chairs

271

Quantity of ceiling light fixtures

231

Pink painted Lloyd Loom style chair

272

Box containing 2 barometers (AF)

232

Snooker table with accessories incl. scoreboard,
balls, triangle, brush, light fixture, cue racks and
cues

273

3 wagon wheels on wooden stands

274

Hornby railway set mounted on homemade
landscape board

276

8 boxes of mixed household items incl. mixed
ceramics, glassware and collectibles

277

(5) 4 boxes of Khombu footwear

278

(1)

233

1940s Holovetti typewriter, marked M40 Kr.
Vereinfachte Kriegs Ausfuhrung

*234

Boxed Muskaka wall hung electric fire

*235

2 wall hung electric fires

236

3 framed comedy golfing prints
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279

Crate of mixed ceramics incl. figures, vases, etc.

320

2 boxed Tesco bagged vacuum cleaners

280

Crate containing various dog themed ceramics

321

Bay of mixed waste bins

281

Crate of CDs and DVDs

322

Cot mattress

282

(281) Crate containing 2 collectors plates, antique
books, mid century castors, etc.

323

Nipper double buggy

324

Nipper sport buggy

283

Crate containing 2 earthenware vases, 2 vintage
telephones, etc.

325

Knipper single buggy

285

*326
Box containing mixed glassware with box of plates
*327
and ceramics
*328
3 boxes of various mixed ceramics

286

2 part dinner services, 1 by Denby

287
288

(283) Pair of dumbbells and Lonsdale exercise ball *330
*331
(373) 2 York dumbbells

289

Crate containing 4 hanging lanterns

*332

Kenwood blender

290

Crate of various pewter and other cups

*333

Starfrit pan set

*291

2 crates of mixed housewares incl. saucepans,
wrapping paper, bamboo cups, etc.

*335

Kilner jar

292

2 crates of irons

*336

Set of bamboo drawer organisers

293

(390) Snuggle Down memory foam pillow

*337

2 chopping boards

*294

Bowl set and food storage 9 pack

295

Crate of various branded clothing incl. Puma, Nike, *338
etc.
*339
2 crates of DVDs
*340

296

Crate containing set of Story Teller cassettes

*341

Pack of Core Silicon utensils

297

Fishing rod holder

*342

Pack of hand blown glass, oil and vinegar

298

Crate containing packaged Tesco clothing

*343

Set of 2 glass vases

299

Crate of DVDs

*344

Spiraliser

300

4 crates of vinyl records

*345

Olde Thomson spice rack

301

Crate of irons

*346

Tassimo coffee machine

302

2 Crates of various kitchenware

347

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

303

2 crates of mixed houseware incl. pot stand,
ceramics, scales, etc.

348

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

304

4 crates of mixed houseware incl. table lamps,
vases, copper, glasses, etc.

349

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

350

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

305

Crate of various cables and chargers

351

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

306

3 crates of mixed housewares incl. tissues, dust
pans, brushes, etc.

352

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

353

Boxed Tesco cylinder vacuum cleaner

284

*329

334

6 various stainless steel waste bins
Boxed Ottlite alarm clock
Boxed Ottlite alarm clock
Boxed Ottlite alarm clock
Unibond Aero 360 moisture absorber
Instant pot pressure cooker

2 miniature Brabantia bins

2 packs of Contigo flasks with loose flask
Pack of Rogue flasks

308

Ironing board and rotary clothes lines

*354

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

309

Large quantity of folding airers

*355

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

310

Half bay of various waste bins

*356

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

311

Half bay of various waste bins

*357

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

312

2 boxed upright vacuum cleaners

*358

Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

313

2 boxed upright vacuum cleaners

*359

Boxed Kilner dispenser

314

2 boxed Morphy Richards and Hoover vacuum
cleaners

*360

Boxed gourmet slow cooker set

*361

Boxed gourmet slow cooker set

315

2 boxed Tesco bagless vacuum cleaners

362

6 Homebase mini drop spot light sets

316

2 boxed Tesco bagless vacuum cleaners

363

6 Homebase mini drop spot light sets

317

2 boxed Tesco bagless vacuum cleaners

364

6 Homebase mini drop spot light sets

318

2 boxed Tesco bagless vacuum cleaners

365

6 Homebase mini drop spot light sets

319

2 boxed Tesco bagged vacuum cleaners

BidMaster Office

4

366

6 Homebase mini drop spot light sets

408

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

367

Boxed Air Pro bounce house

*368

Quantity of mats and cushions

409

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

369

Boxed Shark lift away vacuum cleaner

*370

Dolce Gusto automatic coffee machine

410

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

371

Styling hair dryer

372

Boxed Play-Doh set x 2

411

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

373

(438) Ludo game

412

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

374

Bingo game

375

Christmas lights x4

413

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

376

(467) 2 packs of invitations

377

(467) 2 packs of invitations

414

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

378

(467) 2 packs of invitations

379

4 Justin Beiber sticker books

415

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

*380

Swann tease maid

416

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

*381

2 packs of bed sheets

382

2 boxed Tassimo coffee machines

417

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

383

(10) Box of bottles

384

(8) Box of Justin Beiber books x2

418

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner without
charger, old model

385

Box of Christmas crackers

419

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner without
charger, old model

*386

Glass tumbler set

387

(3) Christmas crackers

420

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner without
charger, old model

388

(3) Christmas crackers

389

(3) Christmas crackers

421

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner without
charger, old model

390

3 boxed soup makers

391

2 Tefal Actifries

422

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner without
charger, old model

392

2 coffee machines

393

(12) Star War talking plushy

424

Boxed Shark Rocket vacuum cleaner

394

(12) Star War talking plushy

425

Boxed bagless vacuum cleaner

395

(12) Star War talking plushy

426

2 tubs of carpet cleaning solution

396

(18) Box of photo frames

427

Vax steam Floor Master

397

(9) Schwang Mua speed boat

398

Boxed Shark Rocket

429

Moby Cool cool box with 2 other cool boxes

399

2 hard shell suitcases

430

2 small wheeled suitcases

400

2 hard shell suitcases

431

3 wheeled suitcases

401

2 shredders

432

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

402

Boxed Morphy Richard vacuum cleaner

433

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

403

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

434

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

435

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

404

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

436

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

405

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

437

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

438

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

*423

*428

Boxed triple sleigh cooker

Samsonite wheeled suitcase

406

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

439

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

440

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

407

Battery powered Gtech vacuum cleaner with
charger, new model

441

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

442

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

BidMaster Office
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443

Quantity of Tesco hifi equipment

*508

444

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

509

(473) Bag of cosmetics

445

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

510

(476) Bag of cosmetics

446

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

511

(458) Bag of girls fashion head wear

447

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

512

(456) Bag of girls head wear

448

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

513

(457) Bag of games, tricks and jokes

449

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

514

(459) Bag of cosmetics

450

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

515

(461) Bag of Christmas tags

451

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

516

(436) 12 piece gift box assortment

452

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

517

(436) 12 piece gift box assortment

453

Shark hand held vacuum cleaner

518

(436) 12 piece gift box assortment

*454

Dyson hand held vacuum cleaner

519

(436) 12 piece gift box assortment

455

Box containing Scaletrix

520

(455) Bag of Christmas baubles

*456

Box containing 3 frying pans

521

(455) Bag of Christmas baubles

457

2 boxes of various children's toys

522

(455) Bag of Christmas baubles

458

Simple Human pedal bin

523

(455) Bag of Christmas baubles

459

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

524

Large quantity of stair gates and accessories

460

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

525

Large quantity of travel cots

461

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

*526

Boxed stainless steel trash can

462

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

*527

Little Tikes wooden kitchen

463

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

528

Graco tea time chair

464

Shark upright vacuum cleaner

529

Bag containing quantity of cotton bags

465

3 Bosch Athlet battery powered vacuum cleaners

530

(472) Bag of cosmetics

466

Box containing bubble wrap

531

(472) Bag of cosmetics

467

Dark oak dresser

532

(472) Bag of cosmetics

468

2 dark oak corner cabinets

533

(472) Bag of cosmetics

469

Dark oak nest of 3 coffee tables

534

(472) Bag of cosmetics

470

Dark oak TV stand with single drawer

535

Bay of baby accessories

471

Dark oak 1950s dresser with arch shaped plate
rack over

537

Boxed Moby Cool cool box

472

Dark oak corner display cabinet

538

Large quantity of boxed air beds

473

Box containing quantity of vacuum cleaner parts

539

(475) Bag of hair dye

474

spare

*540

475

spare

541

3 boxed kettles

476

spare

542

3 boxed kettles

477

spare

543

3 boxed kettles

478

spare

544

Boxed Kenwood electric knife

479

spare

*545

480

spare

546

6 various suitcases

*501

Boxed 2.2m Christmas tree

547

2 Tesco anti allergy duvets

502

(444) Box of Christmas tags

548

Boxed Keter compact garden shed

*503

Box of Christmas bows

549

Boxed Keter compact garden shed

504

Large illuminating Christmas lamp post with small
glittering Christmas tree and light up glitter heart

550

3 various fans

*505

Pack of LED icicle lights

551

Koochi travel system

*506

Boxed 80L Eco living waste bin

552

Next 2 Me crib

*507

Boxed 80L Eco living waste bin

553

Pallet box containing inflatable beds and chairs

BidMaster Office

*536

6

Boxed 80L Eco living waste bin

2 camping chairs

2 animal hugs blankets

Barbie Jeep with dolls

554

Pallet box of Christmas trees

597

Shelf of 13 speed scooter ride ons

555

Pallet box of Intex air beds

598

556

Pallet box of Intex air beds

2/3 of bay containing Homedics massage
equipment

557

Pallet box of garden care equipment incl. lawn
mowers, hedge trimmers, etc.

599

1/3 bay containing camping chairs and tents

600

Stack of clear plastic boxes with lids

558

Pallet box of untested electronic equipment

601

Exercise bike

559

Pallet box of vacuum cleaners and parts

602

(528) Shop rider mobility scooter with key

560

Pallet box of untested electronic equipment

603

Piece of exercise equipment

561

Pallet box of gym and leisure equipment

*604

Radio flyer ride on trike

562

2 boxes of single lazy spa pool

*605

Childs go kart

563

2 pallet containing flat pack furniture

606

Boxed Smart Trike

564

Pallet box of toys and toy parts

607

Walking frame

565

spare

608

Walking frame

566

spare

*609

567

spare

610

(492) Cylinder vacuum cleaner

568

spare

611

Garden line petrol engine hedge trimmer

569

spare

612

Petrol Wolf power 800 generator

570

spare

*613

571

3 Crazy Coupe ride on cars

*572

Bone and Barkers dog toy

*615

5 boxed toilet seats

573
574

4 HP printers
4 HP printers

*616
*617

Professional service jack
Professional service jack

575

4 HP printers

618

*576

2 boxed Tonka trucks

*619

Box of Hotty hand warmers

*577

Accelerator marble game

*620

Box of string lights

*578

Portable karaoke with microphone

*621

Cat rechargeable LED work light

*579

Quantity of board games

622

Box containing length of yellow hose

580

1/3 of shelf containing various children's toys

623

Power Craft biscuit jointer

581

1/3 shelf containing Barbie and other toys

624

Various solar lights

582

1/3 shelf of Scaletrix sets

625

Quizinart sandwich maker

583

1/3 shelf containing Paw Patrol educational
activity tables

626

(589) Titan hammer drill

627

(588) Titan hammer drill

*584

Boxed Legends of Magic set

628

(588) Garden roller

585

2 boxed BBQs

629

Dyson DC04 upright vacuum cleaner

586

4 boxed Paw Patrol games

*630

Dyson DC40 upright vacuum cleaner

587

Boxed Thomas & Friends train track

631

Black plastic tool store

588

Large packing crate

632

Box of clean log burner logs

*589

Box containing footballs and basket balls

*633

DeWalt 181 piece socket set

590

Bay containing 2 football goals

*634

Makita 18v battery powered drill in case

591

2/3 of bay containing games incl. Playmobil Ark,
Disney Cars, Jumbo garden tower, etc.

592

2 boxed Sylvanian family sets

*593

Boxed ride on Mercedes Benz GLA class car

594

Boxed pogo stick with 2 carousel sets and push
along motorbike

*639

Monitor stand

595

Shelf containing 5 motorized ride on fairies

*640

LED tube lights

596

Shelf of various scooters

BidMaster Office

614

Silver Line folding box trolley
Petrol engine generator

Green jerry can

635

Titan router

636

Bag of solar lights

637

Pioneer set of DJ decks

638

2 boxed DVD players

641
7

Champion pressure washer

Karcher pressure washer

642

3 grill chef BBQs

*643

Pack of hardwood flooring

644

3 buckets of heavy duty bolts

645

*687

Childs bike

688

(538) Sentinel 10 speed full suspension mountain
bike in blue

Quantity of car mats

689

Apollo Pulse 10 speed mountain bike in pink

*646

Henry micro tug along vacuum cleaner, boxed

690

(534) Grey single speed bike

*647

Henry micro tug along vacuum cleaner, boxed

691

(533) Pro Bike escape 15 speed bike in black

648

4 pop up gazebos

692

*649

Boxed jump start

(532) TFS Trax 18 speed full suspension bike in
red

*650

Unboxed jump start

693

Apollo Phase 18 speed full suspension bike in
silver

*651

Unboxed jump start

694

Raleigh 15 speed front suspension bike in black

*652

Unboxed jump start

695

*653

Borescope inspection camera

Raleigh Big Shot single speed BMX bike in blue
and black

*654

Borescope inspection camera

696

*655

1 boxed and 1 unboxed Good Year tyre inflator

Apollo Abyss 15 speed full suspension bike in red
and white

*656

1 boxed and 1 unboxed Good Year tyre inflator

697

Childs chopper style Groovy Chick bike in purple

*657

Boxed Sunforce solar motion activated light with 1
unboxed

698

Compact garden shed boxed

699

Wall hung corner toilet frame and cistern

*658

Wax Wizard car polisher

700

Photosel tripod in case

*659

Karcher window cleaner

701

Aluminium extending safety ladder

*660

Black and Decker mini vacuum cleaner

702

Golfing equipment

661
662

Inter fit home studio flash kit
Ion amp

703

(267) Mahogany sideboard

704

Floor standing fan

663

Ebac dehumidifier

705

4 interior doors

664

4 Tesco leaf blowers

706

9 interior doors

665

5 boxed fine elements heaters

707

12 interior doors

666

3 boxed Fine Elements heaters

708

14 interior doors

*667

Boxed DeLonghi heater

709

2 pine glazed interior doors

*668

Boxed DeLonghi heater

710

5 various interior doors

*669

Boxed DeLonghi heater

711

Boxed radiator cabinet

*670

Unboxed DeLonghi heater

712

Boxed curved chrome towel warmer

*671

Boxed DeLonghi heater

713

(660) Quantity of garden car equipment

672

Best Way spa pump x2

714

Red ride on tractor with cart

673

Tray of hand tools

674

Charles Bentley BBQ with other

716

Breville microwave

675

(549) Box of jump leads and expanding toolbox

717

Russell Hobbs microwave

676

Tesco hedge trimmer

718

Creda Advance tumble dryer

677

Black and Decker pressure washer

719

Electra fridge freezer

678

5 Black and Decker boxed garden tools

720

Boxed Breville microwave

679

Boxed Icra long arm hedge trimmer

*680

Aero Core deluxe seat pad

722

Beko washing machine

681

McCulloch petrol engine blow vac with 2 Tesco
electric blow vacs

723

Indesit fridge freezer

682

2 Starter BBQs

725

Beko slimline dish washer

683

(540) 2 Tesco electric lawn mowers

726

Food mixer

684

2 barrel BBQs

727

(658) Collectors Item: 1960s international fridge

685

(541) Tray containing floor cleaner

728

(657) 2 Panasonic microwaves

686

Small bay of clothes rails

BidMaster Office

*715

*721

*724

8

Polished electric towel rail, boxed

Boxed Panasonic microwave

Boxed Panasonic microwave

729

(654) Fridge freezer

775

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

*730

Maytag washing machine

776

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

*731

Floor standing fan

777

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

732

(636) Bag of Up fitness watches

778

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

*733

Floor standing fan

779

Boxed Gtech vacuum cleaner

734

Small LG TV

780

Tomtom sat nav

735

White 28" Samsung flat screen TV

781

Vivtar digital cam corder

736

Samsung 36" flat screen TV

782

Motorola monitor at home baby monitor

737

Boxed Samsung HD curved TV (AF)

*783

Ultimate Ears bluetooth speaker

*738

3 Henry micro tug along vacuum cleaners

*784

Boxed PS4

739

(642) 2 electric panel heaters

740

Shark steam mop

741

(627) DeLonghi dehumidifier

*786

Boxed Dyson Absolute hand held vacuum cleaner

742

(625) Matsunichi audio system

*787

Box of phone equipment

743

Boxed Goodman's CD player with retro mini radio

*788

Boxed HP dock printer

*744

Sony surround sound system

*789

Set of action 11 walkie talkies

745

Kodak printer

*790

Frost Blocker

*746

HP officejet printer

*791

4 stainless steel waste bins

*747

HP Home printer

*748

Epson home printer

*749

HP Envy home printer

*750

Memory Foam lap desk

*751

Henry tug along vacuum cleaner

*752

Henry tug along vacuum cleaner

*753

Henry tug along vacuum cleaner

754

Fellow shredder and printer

*755

Boxed Dyson DC vacuum cleaner

*756

Boxed Dyson Hot and Cool fan

*757

Boxed Dyson Hot and Cool fan

*758

Unboxed Dyson Hot and Cool fan

759

Digi Go Vtech hand held kids device

*760

2 boxed Panasonic phone systems

*761

Rig 400 gaming headset

*762

Boxed Baby Anabelle

763

Boxed Hatchimals

*764

Pair of ugg boots

*765

3 pairs of Levi jeans

*766

3 pairs of Levi jeans

767

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

768

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

769

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

770

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

771

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

772

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

773

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

774

(603) Box of 300 LED fairy lights

BidMaster Office

785

9

Various grooming equipment incl. water flosses,
toothbrushes, etc.

